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TORUS MANIFOLDS IN EQUIVARIANT COMPLEX BORDISM
ALASTAIR DARBY
Abstract. We restrict geometric tangential equivariant complex Tn-bordism
to torus manifolds and provide a complete combinatorial description of the
appropriate non-commutative ring. We discover, using equivariant K-theory
characteristic numbers, that the information encoded in the oriented torus
graph associated to a stably complex torus manifold completely describes its
equivariant bordism class. We also consider the role of omnioriented quasitoric
manifolds in this description.
1. Introduction
Bordism is a well known equivalence relation on compact manifolds of the same
dimension, using the notion of boundary, whose importance was revealed by Rene´
Thom in the 1950s when he showed that bordism groups could be computed using
homotopy theory. Thom’s work was concerned with what we now call unoriented
bordism, where two closed n-dimensional manifolds, M and N , are bordant if there
is a compact pn`1q-manifold whose boundary is the disjoint unionM\N . The bor-
dism class of a manifold rM s P ΩOn is completely determined by its Stiefel-Whitney
characteristic numbers. The set of bordism classes forms an abelian group ΩOn for
which addition is induced by disjoint union and the identity is represented by the
empty manifold. Cartesian product of manifolds induces a product structure and
we obtain a graded ring ΩO˚ := ‘ně0Ω
O
n . Thom computes this to be isomorphic to
a Z{2-polynomial algebra by showing that it is isomorphic to the homotopy groups
of the Thom spectrum MO, defined by considering the Thom spaces of the tauto-
logical bundles that classify real vector bundles. This is achieved by considering
the Pontryagin-Thom construction, which provides us with a map ΩO˚ Ñ MO˚,
and finding an inverse using transversality arguments.
Independently, Milnor and Novikov gave a complex variant of bordism using the
Thom spectrum MU , defined by considering the Thom spaces of the tautological
bundles that classify complex vector bundles. It was shown that MU represents
bordism classes of stably complex manifolds, which admit a complex structure on
the direct sum of their tangent bundle and a trivial bundle of sufficiently large rank.
Complex bordism classes are completely determined by their Chern characteristic
numbers, and constitute a graded ring ΩU˚ . Transversality, as in the unoriented
case, provides us with an isomorphism of ΩU˚ with the homotopy groups of MU ,
which is known to be a polynomial algebra over Z. Every spectrum provides us
with a homology and cohomology theory and the complex Thom spectrum MU is
universal among complex-orientable cohomology theories.
In an attempt to further the study of transformation groups, Conner and Floyd
[7] define an equivariant version of geometric bordism. This is, by analogy with
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the non-equivariant case, an equivalence relation on compact (stably complex) G-
manifolds, for a compact Lie group G, which results in graded rings ΩO:G˚ and Ω
U :G
˚ .
An equivariant version of Thom spectra was given by tom Dieck [10] resulting in
the G-spectra MOG and MUG. It is still possible to define maps Ω
O:G
˚ Ñ MO
G
˚
and ΩU :G˚ Ñ MU
G
˚ using the Pontryagin-Thom construction, but unfortunately,
for non-trivial G, transversality does not extend to the equivariant case. Therefore,
we do not obtain an isomorphism between the rings defined geometrically and the
homotopy groups of the equivariant Thom spectra.
We will concentrate on equivariant complex bordism with respect to the torus
T k := pS1qk, for some k ě 1. This has been proven to be important thanks to the
work of tom Dieck [10] and Lo¨ffler [19] who show that the Pontryagin-Thom map
above is injective in this case. Also MUA, for a compact abelian Lie group A, is
known to be universal among A-equivariant complex-orientable theories; see [8].
Goresky, Kottwitz and MacPherson [14] studied a particular class of almost
complex manifolds with effective torus actions. They associated a labelled graph to
each manifold using its fixed point data and showed that this combinatorial data
was enough to calculate the equivariant cohomology of the manifold. Rosu [25] was
also able to give a description, using this combinatorial data, of the equivariant
K-theory (with complex coefficients) of the manifold. Our aim is to show that this
data is also what we need to determine the bordism class of the manifold although
we will widen the class of manifolds, and consequently alter the labelled graphs, in
question by looking at stably complex manifolds with effective torus actions.
In this paper we will only be concerned with the case of half-dimensional torus
actions, that is, even-dimensional manifolds M2n with effective T n-actions. This
will imply that the only fixed points that appear are isolated fixed points. The
GKM-theory of these particular manifolds was studied in depth in [23] where the
graphs were given the name torus graphs. We will show how we can find the
equivariant versions of characteristic numbers from the torus graphs and classify
those that can appear.
A special class of such manifolds are known as omnioriented quasitoric manifolds
(see Section 5). They were first defined in [11] as topological versions of toric
varieties and are central objects in the study of the topology of torus actions. Their
attraction is the ability to completely encode them in terms of combinatorial data.
Buchstaber and Ray in [2] prove that every (non-equivariant) complex bordism
class of dimension ą 2 contains an omnioriented quasitoric manifold. This paper
is the beginning of an attempt to to prove the equivariant version of this theorem,
that is, that an omnioriented quasitoric manifold is contained in every equivariant
complex bordism class with suitable dimensions.
There are real versions of quasitoric manifolds known as small covers, where
we have nice pZ{2qn-actions on manifolds Mn. Lu¨ and Tan in [20] show that a
small cover is contained in every pZ{2qn-equivariant unoriented bordism class of
dimension n. This paper could then be considered as an attempt at a complex
version of their paper and we extend many of their techniques to this case.
We begin in Section 2 by looking at manifolds M2n with an effective T n-action.
These are known as torus manifolds and we are interested in those that admit a
stably complex structure. We then consider torus graphs, first discussed in [23],
which are combinatorial objects associated to torus manifolds; oriented versions
are associated to those torus manifolds with a stably complex structure. We assign
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to these an exterior polynomial, and define a boundary operator that completely
characterises such polynomials.
In Section 3 we give an introduction to geometric equivariant complex bordism
and the technique of restricting to fixed point data. We then consider the case of
bordism classes that contain manifolds with only isolated fixed points and study
the universal toric genus of [5] and the pullback squares of Hanke [15] to obtain a
fixed point formula.
Section 4 brings the previous material together to show that every exterior poly-
nomial coming from an oriented torus graph is the fixed point data for some equi-
variant bordism class. This gives our restricted bordism ring a completely combi-
natorial structure and the exterior polynomials may be thought of as equivariant
characteristic ‘numbers’.
In Section 5 we give a brief introduction to omnioriented quasitoric manifolds and
define a ring of quasitoric pairs that completely encodes omnioriented quasitoric
manifolds. We then consider whether this particular class of stably complex torus
manifolds could generate all the bordism classes, give an affirmative answer in low
dimensions and discuss problems that arise in higher dimensions.
1.1. Preliminaries. Let G be a compact Lie group. For a good exposition on
equivariant algebraic topology, including the definitions of G-bundle, G-homotopy
etc., we refer the reader to the classical text [22]. Suppose ξ is a real 2n-plane
G-bundle.
Definition 1.1. A complex G-structure on ξ is a G-map
J : Epξq ÝÑ Epξq,
satisfying J2 “ ´1. Two complex structures are equivalent if they are G-homotopic
through complex G-structures.
Note that equivalence classes of complex G-structures are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with G-homotopy classes of bundle maps ξ Ñ γnG, where
γnG : EUGpnq ÝÑ BUGpnq
is the universal complex n-plane G-bundle which we regard as a real 2n-plane G-
bundle.
Definition 1.2. A tangentially stably complex G-manifold M is a compact G-
manifold with a complex G-structure on
τpMq ‘ Rk,
for some k, where the trivial bundle Rk has trivial G-action. Two such struc-
tures are defined to be equivalent, if after stabilisation with further C-summands
(equipped with trivial G-actions on the fibres), the induced complex G-structures
are equivalent.
An important property of these objects that we will use is given in the following
well-known proposition:
Proposition 1.3 (See [6]). SupposeM is a tangentially stably complex G-manifold.
Then each component of the fixed point set MG is a tangentially stably complex G-
manifold and its normal bundle in M is a complex G-bundle.
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Proof. Suppose we have a complex G-structure on τpMq‘Rk, for some k. Observe
that τpMGq “ pτpMq|MG q
G as real vector bundles. Then
ζ :“ pτpMq ‘ Rkq|MG “ τpMq|MG ‘ R
k “ τpMGq ‘ νpMG,Mq ‘ Rk.
Since ζG “ τpMGq ‘Rk, we have that pζGqK “ νpMG,Mq is a complex G-bundle.

Remark 1.4. If we were to stabilise the tangent bundle with respect to all complex
G-representations, as opposed to just the trivial ones, then Proposition 1.3 would
not hold; we would only be able to say that the normal bundles to fixed sets would
be stably complex. The same would be true if we were to define a theory using the
stable normal bundle instead of the stable tangent bundle.
We will use the following important fact about G-bundles over a trivial G-space:
Proposition 1.5 ([26, Proposition 2.2]). Let ξ be a complex G-bundle over a com-
pact space X that has trivial G-action. Then ξ decomposes as the direct sum
ξ –
à
V
ξV ,
where V runs over irreducible G-representations and ξV – ξ˜ b V for some non-
equivariant complex vector bundle ξ˜ over X.
If a tangentially stably complex G-manifold M has an isolated fixed point p,
then, by Proposition 1.3, M is even dimensional and the tangent space TpM is a
complex G-representation. Since M has a canonical orientation coming from its
stably complex structure, this induces an orientation on TpM . Therefore TpM has
two orientations: one coming from its complex structure, and the other from the
orientation of M .
We define the sign of an isolated fixed point as in [21, 4]:
Definition 1.6. For each isolated fixed point p of a tangentially stably complex
G-manifold, the sign of p is given by
σppq :=
#
`1, if the two orientations coincide;
´1, if the two orientations differ.
Note that σppq agrees with the induced orientation on p as a stably complex
manifold in its own right and that for an almost complex manifold σppq “ `1 for
all isolated fixed points p PM .
Acknowledgments. This work comes from part of my PhD thesis [9] and I would
like to thank my doctoral supervisor Nigel Ray for all the help, comments and
confidence that he has given throughout my time spent in Manchester.
I would also like to thank Neil Strickland for his many helpful comments on this
project.
2. Stably Complex Torus Manifolds
In this section we study what we call stably complex torus manifolds. Masuda
studied these in [21] in which he called them “unitary toric manifolds”. We give
them a different name to avoid confusion with compact non-singular toric varieties
and quasitoric manifolds, which have been called toric manifolds in the literature.
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Much of this section may be considered as an extension of the ideas of Lu¨ and
Tan [20, §3,4] to the complex case.
Definition 2.1. A torus manifold is a 2n-dimensional smooth compact manifold
M with an effective smooth T n-action whose fixed point set is non-empty.
Note that for a manifold M2n with an effective T n-action the fixed point set
MT
n
is necessarily finite. So for a torus manifold there are only isolated fixed
points.
Definition 2.2. A stably complex torus manifold M2n is a tangentially stably
complex T n-manifold whose T n-action also satisfies the conditions of being a torus
manifold, that is, the T n-action is effective and has a non-empty fixed point set.
Following the work in [21] we define a characteristic submanifold of a stably
complex torus manifold to be a closed connected codimension 2 submanifold that
is a fixed point set component of a certain circle subgroup of T n that contains
at least one T n-fixed point. Compactness ensures that for a stably complex torus
manifold M there are only a finite number of characteristic submanifolds. Let Mi
be the characteristic submanifolds of M , νi be their normal bundles in M and let
Ti be the circle subgroup which fixes Mi pointwise. For p PM
Tn we set
Ippq := ti | p PMiu.
Then
(2.1) TpM –
à
iPIppq
νi|p
as complex T n-modules. This shows that Ippq consists of exactly n elements. Let
Vippq P HompT
n, S1q – Zn be the irreducible complex T n-representation associated
to each νi|p. Using the fact that the T
n-action is effective Masuda obtained the
following result:
Lemma 2.3 ([21, Lemma 1.3]). The following conditions hold for each p PMT
n
:
(1) The set tVippq | i P Ippqu forms a basis of HompT
n, S1q.
(2) Let j P Ippq. Then ResTj pVippqq ‰ 0 if and only if j “ i, where ResTj
denotes the restriction map from HompT n, S1q to HompTj , S
1q.
(3) If p and q are points in Mi, the ResTipVippqq “ ResTipVipqqq.
We now consider combinatorial objects called torus graphs and look at the torus
graphs that are obtained from stably complex torus manifolds. We then go on to
define an exterior polynomial associated to each such torus graph and a boundary
operator which characterises those exterior polynomials that arise in this fashion.
2.1. Torus Graphs. Torus graphs were first introduced in [23] as combinatorial
objects used to study simplicial posets and to calculate the equivariant cohomology
of equivariantly formal torus manifolds by analogy with the way that the GKM
graphs of [14] and [12] deal with GKM manifolds. Lu¨ and Tan study a mod 2
version of these torus graphs in [20].
Suppose Γ is an n-valent connected graph with n ě 1. Let VpΓq denote the set
of vertices of Γ and EpΓq the set of oriented edges of Γ, that is, each edge of Γ
appears twice in EpΓq—once for each possible orientation. Let ipeq and tpeq be the
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initial and terminal vertices of an edge e P EpΓq respectively, and e¯ be the edge e
with its opposite orientation. For p P VpΓq set
EpΓqp := te P EpΓq | ipeq “ pu.
Definition 2.4. A torus axial function is a map
α : EpΓq ÝÑ HompT n, S1q – Zn,
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) αpe¯q “ ˘αpeq;
(2) elements of
αpEpΓqpq := tαpeq P HompT
n, S1q | ipeq “ pu
form a basis of Zn;
(3) αpEpΓqtpeqq ” αpEpΓqipeqq mod αpeq, for any e P EpΓq.
Remark 2.5. Note that a torus axial function is different from the axial function
for GKM-graphs as defined in [12], which requires that αpe¯q “ ´αpeq as well as
that the elements of αpEpΓqpq need only be pairwise linearly independent.
Definition 2.6. A torus graph is a pair pΓ, αq consisting of an n-valent graph Γ
with a torus axial function α.
Example 2.7 ([23, p.463]). LetM2n be a torus manifold. Let ΣM denote the set of
2-dimensional submanifolds ofM each of which is fixed pointwise by a codimension
one subtorus of T n. Then every S P ΣM is diffeomorphic to a sphere, contains
exactly two T n-fixed points, and is a connected component of the intersection of
some n´ 1 characteristic submanifolds. Define a regular n-valent graph ΓM whose
vertex set is MT
n
and identify the edges of ΓM with the spheres from ΣM . The
summands in (2.1) correspond to the oriented edges of ΓM having p as the initial
point. We assign Vippq to the oriented edge corresponding to νi|p. This gives a
function
αM : EpΓM q ÝÑ HompT
n, S1q.
It is not difficult to see that αM satisfies the three conditions of being a torus axial
function.
Example 2.8 ([23, p.463]). By suspending the coordinatewise T n-action on S2n´1,
for n ą 1, we obtain the torus manifold S2n. The torus graphs of these torus
manifolds have only two vertices and the axial function assigns the basis elements
t1, . . . , tn P HompT
n, S1q to the n edges regardless of the orientation due to the
condition given by Definition 2.4(3). We draw the graph below in the case that
n “ 3.
t2
t1
t3
Note that these are not GKM-graphs as in [12] as the condition αpe¯q “ ´αpeq is
not satisfied.
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Definition 2.9. An orientation of a torus graph pΓ, αq is an assignment
σ : VpΓq ÝÑ t˘1u,
satisfying
σpipeqqαpeq “ ´σpipe¯qqαpe¯q, for every e P EpΓq.
Example 2.10 ([23, p.476]).
(1) Not all torus graphs are orientable. Take the complete graph on four ver-
tices v1, v2, v3, v4. Choose a basis t1, t2, t3 P HompT
3, S1q and define an
axial function by setting
αpv1v2q “ αpv3v4q “ t1, αpv1v3q “ αpv2v4q “ t2, αpv1v4q “ αpv2v3q “ t3,
and αpe¯q “ αpeq for any oriented edge e. A direct check shows that this
torus graph is not orientable.
(2) A T n-invariant almost complex structure on a torus manifold M2n induces
orientations on M and on its characteristic submanifolds. The associated
torus axial function satisfies αM pe¯q “ ´αM peq for any oriented edge e. In
this case we may take σppq “ `1 for every p P V pΓM q.
Proposition 2.11. The torus graph of a stably complex torus manifold is ori-
entable.
Proof. Any stably complex torus manifold M is a tangentially stably complex T n-
manifold so set σppq, for p P MT
n
“ VpΓM q, to agree with the definition of the
sign of an isolated fixed point of a tangentially stably complex T n-manifold as
in Definition 1.6. The condition for the torus graph to be orientable is then satisfied.

Example 2.12. The torus graph of the torus manifold S2n, of Example 2.8, can
be oriented by giving opposite signs to the two fixed points.
2.2. Torus Polynomials. We begin by defining the free exterior algebra, on a set
S, over a commutative ring R. This can be thought of as the non-commutative
analogue of a polynomial ring.
Definition 2.13. The free R-algebra RxSy, on S, is the free R-module with ba-
sis consisting of all finite words over S. This becomes an R-algebra by defining
multiplication as concatenation of basis elements.
Let S “ tXi | i P Iu. Then it is clear that each element of RxSy can be uniquely
written in the form:
(2.2)
ÿ
i1,...,ikPI
ai1,...,ikXi1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xik ,
where ai1,...,ik are elements of R, of which all but finitely many are non-zero. Unlike
an actual polynomial ring the variables do not commute, i.e. X1X2 does not equal
X2X1.
Definition 2.14. The free exterior R-algebra ΛpSq on S is the quotient algebra
ΛpSq := RxSy{I,
where I is the ideal generated by all words of the form XiXi and expressions of
the form XiXj `XjXi, for Xi, Xj P S. The exterior product ^ of two elements is
defined as Xi ^Xj “ XiXj mod I.
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The kth exterior power, denoted ΛkpSq, is the subspace of ΛpSq spanned by
elements of the form
X1 ^X2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^Xk
and we obtain a graded structure:
ΛpSq “ Λ0pSq ‘ Λ1pSq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
where pΛkpSqq ^ pΛppSqq Ă Λk`ppSq.
We will always refer to each element in ΛpSq in terms of a representative in RxSy
and assume that it is written as a sum of basis elements as in (2.2).
Definition 2.15. Let Jn denote the set of non-trivial irreducible T
n-representations,
that is, non-trivial elements of HompT n, S1q.
We have that Jn – Z
n r t0u. Consider the free exterior algebra ΛpJnq, over Z.
Definition 2.16. We call an exterior polynomial in ΛnpJnq faithful if the indeter-
minates from each monomial form a basis of Zn.
Suppose pΓ, α, σq is an oriented torus graph. For a vertex p we order the basis
elements
αpEpq “ tαpe1q, . . . , αpenqu
so that
(2.3) detrαpe1q ¨ ¨ ¨αpenqs “ σppq,
where rαpe1q ¨ ¨ ¨αpenqs is the integral pnˆnq-matrix formed by taking the i
th column
to be the vector αpeiq P Z
n. This defines a faithful exterior monomial
µp “ αpe1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ αpenq P Λ
npJnq,
for every vertex p of Γ. Note that this monomial is independent of the ordering
chosen above.
Remark 2.17. In the case n “ 1 there is only one ordering of αpEpq since it
contains a single element αpeq. In this case we define
µp :=
#
`αpeq, if detrαpeqs “ σppq;
´αpeq, if detrαpeqs ‰ σppq.
Definition 2.18. The torus polynomial of an oriented torus graph pΓ, αq is defined
to be the faithful exterior polynomial
gpΓ, αq :=
ÿ
pPVpΓq
µp P Λ
npJnq.
Example 2.19. Combining Examples 2.8 and 2.12 we see that the spheres S2n
have zero torus polynomial because the two monomials coming from the two vertices
cancel as they have opposite sign.
We define an equivalence relation on the set of oriented torus graphs by say-
ing that for two torus graphs pΓ1, α1q and pΓ2, α2q are equivalent if and only if
gpΓ1, α1q “ gpΓ2, α2q, and denote the set of equivalence classes by Gpnq. On Gpnq
we define addition to be disjoint union and so form an abelian group where the
zero element is given by the class of any torus graph with zero torus polynomial,
or equivalently, the empty graph.
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We then have a monomorphism of abelian groups
(2.4) g : Gpnq ÝÑ ΛnpJnq
given by taking the torus polynomial of an oriented torus graph.
Definition 2.20. An oriented torus graph pΓ, αq with non-zero torus polynomial
is said to be prime if the number of monomials in gpΓ, αq is equal to the number
of vertices of Γ.
Lemma 2.21. Each non-zero class of Gpnq contains a prime torus graph as its
representative.
Proof. Let pΓ, α, σq be an oriented torus graph with gpΓ, αq ‰ 0 and assume that
pΓ, αq is not prime. Then there must be two vertices p and q such that µp`µq “ 0.
Notice that this can happen only if σppq ‰ σpqq. We can now form a new torus
graph by removing the two vertices p and q and gluing the n edges Ep “ te
p
1, . . . , e
p
nu
with p removed to the n edges Eq “ te
q
1, . . . , e
q
nu with q removed in such a way that
e
p
i will be glued to e
q
j whenever αpe
p
i q “ αpe
q
jq. The resulting graph pΓ
1, α1q will be
a torus graph with two fewer vertices than pΓ, αq, such that pΓ1, α1q „ pΓ, αq. Since
Γ is finite this procedure will terminate and we will obtain a prime torus graph. 
Remark 2.22. If we have two oriented torus graphs pΓ1, α1q and pΓ2, α2q with
vertices p1 P VpΓ1q and p2 P VpΓ2q such that µp1 ` µp2 “ 0, then we can form the
connected sum pΓ1, α1q#p1,p2pΓ2, α2q in a similar fashion to the proof above and
we obtain the following formula:
gppΓ1, α1q#p1,p2pΓ2, α2qq “ gpΓ1, α1q ` gpΓ2, α2q P Λ
npJnq.
2.3. A Boundary Operator. We can see that both HompT n, S1q and HompS1, T nq
are isomorphic to Zn and are dual by the pairing
(2.5) x¨ , ¨y : HompS1, T nq ˆHompT n, S1q ÝÑ HompS1, S1q – Z,
defined by composition of homomorphisms, that is, x ρ, ξ y “ ξ ˝ ρ.
Similarly to Definition 2.15, we define J˚n to be the set of non-trivial elements
of HompS1, T nq – Zn. For each faithful exterior polynomial h P ΛnpJnq we can
obtain a dual polynomial h˚ P ΛnpJ˚n q. This is defined by taking each monomial
of h, which forms a basis of HompT n, S1q – Zn, and considering the dual basis,
elements of which belong in HompS1, T nq – Zn, which gives us a faithful exterior
monomial in ΛnpJ˚n q. In terms of matrices, if A is the invertible matrix associated
to a monomial in h, then the corresponding monomial in h˚ will be associated to
the transpose of the inverse of A and we set
(2.6) A˚ := pA´1qT .
Notice that we have the relation: pABq˚ “ A˚B˚.
We now define a chain complex pΛkpJ˚n q, dkq as follows:
for each monomial s1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ sk P Λ
kpJ˚n q, with all si P J
˚
n ,
dkps1^ ¨ ¨ ¨^ skq :=
#řk
i“1p´1q
i`1s1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ si´1 ^ psi ^ si`1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ sk, if k ą 1;
1 if k “ 1.
and d0p1q “ 0, where psi denotes that si is deleted. It is easy to see that d2 “ 0.
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Lemma 2.23. The sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Λi`1pJ˚n q
di`1
ÝÝÝÑ ΛipJ˚n q
diÝÝÝÑ Λi´1pJ˚n q
di´1
ÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
d1ÝÝÝÑ Λ0pJ˚n q
d0ÝÝÝÑ 0
is exact.
Proof. We only need to show that Ker di Ď Im di`1, for i ě 0. Let h P Ker di and
take H “ t^h for some t P J˚n such that t is not an indeterminate of any monomial
of h. Then di`1pHq “ h´ t^ diphq “ h. 
Remark 2.24. As Lu¨ and Tan in [20, Remark 7] explain, although it is easy to
see how we could define a similar boundary operator d1 on ΛpJnq, for a faithful
polynomial h P ΛnpJnq, if dph
˚q “ 0, then generally d1phq does not equal zero.
Theorem 2.25. Let h P ΛnpJnq be a faithful polynomial. Then h “ gpΓ, αq is the
torus polynomial of an oriented torus graph if and only if dph˚q “ 0.
Proof. pñq Suppose h “ gpΓ, αq for some oriented torus graph pΓ, αq. We write
h “
ÿ
pPV
µp and h
˚ “
ÿ
pPV
µ˚p ,
where µ˚p is the dual monomial of µp, and each monomial can be written as
µp “ αpe1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ αpenq and µ
˚
p “ α
˚pe1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ α
˚penq,
where α˚peiq P J
˚
n , for 1 ď i ď n.
Then for an edge ei P Ep define
pµ˚p qei “ p´1q
i`1α˚pe1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ {α˚peiq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ α˚penq P Λn´1pJ˚n q,
for 1 ď i ď n. Notice that
(2.7) dph˚q “
ÿ
pPV
ÿ
ePEp
pµ˚p qe.
We will show that for an edge e with ipeq “ p and tpeq “ q we have
(2.8) pµ˚p qe ` pµ
˚
q qe¯ “ 0,
which will imply that dph˚q “ 0 by (2.7).
For n ě 2 we can always write
µp “ αpeq ^ αpe2q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ αpenq and ´ µq “ αpe¯q ^ αpe
1
2q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ αpe
1
nq.
We know that αpe¯q “ ˘αpeq depending on the sign of p and q by Definition 2.9.
We also have that αpe1iq “ αpejiq ` kiαpeq, for some ki P Z, 2 ď i ď n, by
Definition 2.4(3). So, letting te1, . . . , enu denote the standard basis of Z
n, we can
write
rαpe¯q αpe12q ¨ ¨ ¨αpe
1
nqs “ rαpeq αpe2q ¨ ¨ ¨αpenqsr˘e1 k2e1 ` ej2 ¨ ¨ ¨ kne1 ` ejns,
as pn ˆ nq-integral matrices and by taking determinants and using Definition 2.9
we have that
detr˘e1 k2e1 ` ej2 ¨ ¨ ¨kne1 ` ejns “ ˘1,
since σppq “ ¯σpqq. Taking duals (see (2.6)) and, without loss of generality, we
have,
rα˚pe¯q α˚pe12q ¨ ¨ ¨α
˚pe1nqs “ rα
˚peq α˚pe2q ¨ ¨ ¨α
˚penqsr˘e1 k2e1 ` e2 ¨ ¨ ¨kne1 ` ens
˚
“ rα˚peq α˚pe2q ¨ ¨ ¨α
˚penqsre e2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ens,
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where e “ ˘e1 ¯ k2e2 ¯ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¯ knen. Therefore
´µ˚q “ α
˚pe¯q ^ α˚pe12q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ α
˚pe1nq “ α
˚pe¯q ^ α˚pe2q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ α
˚penq.
This implies that ´pµ˚q qe¯ “ pµ
˚
p qe, which proves the statement in this case.
In the special case that n “ 1, a direct check shows that the result holds.
pðq We write
h “
mÿ
i“1
ti “
mÿ
i“1
ti,1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ti,n and h
˚ “
mÿ
i“1
si “
mÿ
i“1
si,1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ si,n,
where t˚i “ si. Define
rsisj “ p´1q
j`1si,1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xsi,j ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ si,n P Λn´1pJ˚n q,
for 1 ď i ď m and 1 ď j ď n. Notice that we can now write
dph˚q “
mÿ
i“1
nÿ
j“1
rsisj “ 0.
We now construct an oriented torus graph. Takem points p1, . . . , pm as vertices and
label them by s1, . . . , sm respectively. For each vertex pi make a bouquet around pi
of n segments and label them by rsis1, . . . , rsisn. Since h
˚ is faithful and dph˚q “ 0
we have that
(2.9) rsisj ` rsksl “ 0,
for some k ‰ i, with 1 ď j, l ď n. We now join these segments to obtain an n-valent
graph with labelled oriented edges. We relabel these edges in the following fashion:
rsisj ÞÝÑ ti,j P HompT
n, S1q,
to define a map α : EpΓq Ñ HompT n, S1q. We now check that the conditions of
being a torus graph are satisfied. It is obvious that αpEpi q is a basis for each vertex
pi as h is faithful. Suppose we have an edge e such that ipeq “ pi and tpeq “ pk.
This implies that si and sk agree on pn´1q-elements and satisfy (2.9) for some j, l.
Without loss of generality, for n ě 2, we can write
si “ φ^ η2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ηn and ´ sk “ ψ ^ η2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ηn,
Since si is faithful we can write
ψ “ c1φ` c2η2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cnηn,
for some c1, . . . , cn P Z. By setting e “ pc1, . . . , cnq we can write
rψ η2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ηns “ rφ η2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ηnsre e2 ¨ ¨ ¨ens.
Note that c1 “ ˘1. So
rψ η2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ηns
˚ “ rφ η2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ηns
˚re e2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ens
˚
“ rφ η2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ηns
˚rc1e1 k2e1 ` e2 ¨ ¨ ¨kne1 ` ens,
where kj “ ´c1cj . By writing
rφ η2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ηns
˚ “ rαpeq αpe2q ¨ ¨ ¨αpenqs,
we see that
rψ η2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ηns
˚ “ rc1αpeq k2αpeq ` αpe2q ¨ ¨ ¨ knαpeq ` αpenqs
“ rαpe¯q αpe12q ¨ ¨ ¨αpe
1
nqs.
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It is easy to see that the other conditions of being a torus graph follows from
this observation. Finally we need to check the orientation condition as stated in
Definition 2.9. We set σppiq “ detrsis. We have that
σppkq “ ´ detrψ η2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ηns “ ´c1 detrφ η2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ηns “ ´c1σppiq.
Therefore, σppiq “ σppkq if and only if c1 “ ´1, which implies that αpe¯q “ ´αpeq.
Similarly, σppiq “ ´σppkq if and only if c1 “ `1, which implies that αpe¯q “ αpeq.
We then get that h “ gpΓ, αq.
It is easy to check that this is true for n “ 1 as well. 
Definition 2.26. Let Kn denote the abelian group of all faithful exterior polyno-
mials h P ΛnpJnq such that dph
˚q “ 0.
Corollary 2.27. We have the following isomorphism of abelian groups
Gpnq – Kn.
Proof. By Theorem 2.25 the image of the homomorphism g, see (2.4), is Kn. By
construction the kernel of g is trivial and so we have the required isomorphism. 
3. Equivariant Complex Bordism
We introduce a bordism theory related to tangentially stably complexG-manifolds,
for a compact Lie group G, and consider the normal data around fixed point sets.
We restrict our attention to classes containing tangentially stably complex T n-
manifolds that have a finite fixed point set, discuss the universal toric genus of [5]
and extend the pullback square of Hanke [15].
Definition 3.1. For aG-spaceX the bordism groups of tangentially stably complex
G-manifolds, denoted by ΩU :Gm pXq, are G-bordism classes of singular tangentially
stably complex G-manifolds Mm Ñ X .
The coefficients of this theory
ΩU :G˚ := Ω
U :G
˚ ppt.q :=
à
mě0
ΩU :Gm ppt.q
are equipped with a ring structure induced by the diagonalG-action on the cartesian
product of two G-manifolds.
3.1. Restriction to Fixed Point Data. Restricting to fixed point data allows
us to use non-equivariant techniques in equivariant topology. We now consider
this approach for equivariant bordism which was originally studied by Conner and
Floyd [7] with tom Dieck [10], Sinha [27] and Hanke [15] providing further work.
We use Hattori’s [16] notation and viewpoint.
Definition 3.2. Let FG˚ denote the bordism ring of pairs pX, νq, whereX is a stably
complex manifold and ν is a complex G-bundle over X without trivial irreducible
factors in the fibres.
By restricting to normal data around the fixed point set we obtain a homomor-
phism
ϕΩ : Ω
U :G
˚ ÝÑ F
G
˚
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given by
ϕΩrM s “ rM
G, νpMG,Mqs
“
ÿ
FĂMG
F connected
rF, νpF,Mqs.
When working with the torus it turns out this map is extremely important as:
Theorem 3.3 ([17]). If G “ T n, then ϕΩ is a monomorphism.
We will now focus all out attention on the case when G “ T n.
Definition 3.4. Let ZU :T
n
˚ denote the subring of Ω
U :Tn
˚ given by elements that
can be represented by a tangentially stably complex T n-manifold where the fixed
point set is finite.
We will now study ϕΩ when restricted to Z
U :Tn
˚ . Recall that Jn denotes the set
of non-trivial irreducible T n-representations. Then for each fixed point p P MT
n
we may write
(3.1) νptpu,Mq – TpM “ V1ppq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Vmppq,
where the dimension of M is 2m and V1ppq, . . . , Vmppq P Jn. Then ϕΩ restricted to
ZU :T
n
˚ , which we call ϕZ , can be written as
ϕZ : Z
U :Tn
˚ ÝÑ ZrJns
rM s ÞÝÑ
ÿ
pPMTn
σppq
mź
i“1
Vippq,
where the sign of p, σppq, is as in Definition 1.6.
Proposition 3.5. The commutative diagram
ZU :T
n
˚
ι //
ϕZ

ΩU :T
n
˚
ϕΩ

ZrJns
ι¯ // FT
n
˚
has all maps injective and is a pullback square.
Proof. We need to check that given an element x P ΩU :T
n
n such that ϕΩpxq Ă
ι¯pZrJnsq, we can represent x by a tangentially stably complex T
n-manifold whose
fixed point set contains no components of positive dimension.
Suppose that Mm is a tangentially stably complex T n-manifold, that represents
x, such that MT
n
contains a connected component F of positive dimension. We
may write the normal bundle νpF,Mq, of complex dimension d say, as
(3.2) νpF,Mq “ pE1 b V1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ pEj b Vjq
due to Proposition 1.5. Since ϕΩpxq Ă ι¯pZrJnsq, this implies that rF s “ 0 P Ω
U
m´2d.
Therefore, there exists a stably complex manifold W (with trivial G-action) such
that BW “ F and there is a T n-bundle ξ over W that can be written as
ξ “ p rE1 b V1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ p rEj b Vjq,
such that rEi|F – Ei, for 1 ď i ď j.
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We consider the total space Dpξq of the disc bundle as a manifold with boundary
and write its tangent bundle as
τpDpξqq – p˚τpW q ‘ p˚ξ,
where p : Dpξq ÑW is the projection map. We therefore have a tangentially stably
complex T n-structure on Dpξq coming from the complex T n-structure of ξ and the
fact that W is a stably complex T n-manifold.
We similarly have that, for a tubular neighbourhood NpF q – DpνpF,Mqq of F
in M ,
τpMq|NpF q – p
˚τpF q ‘ p˚νpF,Mq
for the restriction of p to F .
Therefore, we may identify DpνpF,Mqq Ă BDpξq with NpF q ĂM ˆt1u ĂM ˆI
and using standard equivariant gluing and smoothing techniques, see [18], obtain a
tangentially stably complex T n-manifold whose boundary is pM ˆt0uq\M 1. Thus
M 1 also represents x in ΩU :T
n
m and its fixed point set has one less component of
positive dimension, that is
pM 1qT
n
“MT
n
r tF u.
If there are other connected components of positive dimension in pM 1qT
n
we
repeat this procedure until there are no components of positive dimension and
obtain a representative of x of the required type. 
3.2. Universal Toric Genus. We discuss a natural multiplicative transformation
Φ: ΩU :T
n
˚ ÝÑMU
˚pBT n`q,
where the image is the non-equivariant complex cobordism of BT n. The homomor-
phism Φ was first introduced by tom Dieck in [10], studied further in [19, 16, 27, 15]
and most recently in [5], where the results of Toric Topology were brought to bear.
It was in [5, §2] that it was called the universal toric genus in its relation to equivari-
ant extensions of Hirzebruch genera. It can be defined as follows: let piM : M
m Ñ ˚
be the unique projection and consider applying the Borel construction to obtain
the smooth fibre bundle
1ˆTn piM : ET
n ˆTn M ÝÑ BT
n.
Then by the work of Quillen [24] there exists a Gysin homomorphism that gives us
a map
p1ˆTn piM q˚ : MU
˚ppET n ˆTn Mq`q ÝÑMU
˚´mpBT n`q,
and we define the universal toric genus as
ΦrMms := p1 ˆTn piM q˚1 PMU
´mpBT n`q.
Remark 3.6. The universal toric genus factors through homotopical equivariant
cobordism MUT
n
˚ , first defined in [10], via an equivariant version of the Pontryagin-
Thom construction. For more details see [5, §2] and [9, §3].
Let S ĂMU˚pBT n`q be the multiplicative set generated by Euler classes epV q P
MU2pBT n`q of bundles
ET n ˆTn V ÝÑ BT
n,
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for V P Jn. We then obtain the following commutative diagram
(3.3)
ΩU :T
n
˚
Φ //
ϕΩ

MU˚pBT n`q
ϕMU

FT
n
˚
S´1Φ // S´1MU˚pBT n`q
where S´1MU˚pBT n`q is the localisation, ϕMU the canonical homomorphism and
S´1ΦrX, νs :=
p1ˆTn piXq˚1
epV1q|E1| ¨ ¨ ¨ epVjq|Ej |
,
where we write ν “ pE1 b V1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ pEj b Vjq as in (3.2). Note that ϕMU is
injective as S does not contain any zero divisors. We now give the following result
of Hanke:
Theorem 3.7 ([15, Theorem 2]). The commutative square (3.3) has all maps in-
jective and is a pullback square of MU˚-algebras.
By considering the restriction of ΩU :T
n
˚ to the subring Z
U :Tn
˚ we obtain the
commutative square
ZU :T
n
˚
Φ˝ι //
ϕZ

MU˚pBT n`q
ϕMU

ZrJns
S´1Φ˝ι¯ // S´1MU˚pBT n`q
which is a pullback square by Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 3.7. This then gives us
the following fixed point formula:
(3.4) pΦ ˝ ιqrM2ms “
ÿ
pPMTn
σppq
mź
i“1
1
epVippqq
PMU˚pBT n`q.
4. Equivariant K-Theory Characteristic Numbers
In this section we prove that there is an isomorphism between ZU :T
n
2n and Kn,
the abelian group of faithful exterior polynomials h P ΛnpJnq such that dph
˚q “ 0.
This uses equivariantK-theory characteristic numbers and what we have previously
discussed.
We follow the introduction to this subject given by Hattori in [16]. We have a
product structure on the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible T n-representations,
given by tensor product, and we can identify K˚pBT n`q with the ring of all (possibly
infinite) sums
ř
mkVk, where mk P Z and Vk P HompT
n, S1q.
Definition 4.1. Let K be the kernel of the augmentation
d : K˚pBT n`q ÝÑ Zÿ
mkVk ÞÝÑ
ÿ
mk.
Let t “ pt1, t2, . . . q be a sequence of indeterminates and V a T
n-representation.
Define
γtpV ´ dimV q :=
dimVź
i“1
p1 ` t1pVi ´ 1q ` t2pVi ´ 1q
2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ q
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in K˚pBT n`qJtK, where V “
ÀdimV
i“1 Vi. Naturally, γt extends to a map
γt : K ÝÑ K
˚pBT n`qJtK
such that
γtpx ` yq “ γtpxqγtpyq.
Let S Ă K˚pBT n`q denote the multiplicative subset generated by the K-theory
Euler classes
λ´1pV q “
ÿ
iě0
p´1qiλipV q
of the bundles ET n ˆTn V Ñ BT
n, for V P Jn.
We now extend the commutative square (3.3) to the right using a Boardman
homomorphism. That is, we have a natural transformation of multiplicative coho-
mology theories
B : MU˚pBT n`q ÝÑ K
˚pBT n`qJtK
uniquely characterised by the formula
(4.1) BpepV qq “ λ´1pV qpγtpV ´ 1qq
´1
for V a non-trivial irreducible T n-representation and epV q PMU2pBT n`q the Euler
class of the bundle ET n ˆTn V Ñ BT
n. Hattori proves the following:
Theorem 4.2 ([16]). The commutative square
ΩU :T
n
˚
B˝Φ //
ϕΩ

K˚pBT n`qJtK
ϕK

FT
n
˚
// S´1K˚pBT n`qJtK
has all maps injective and is a pullback square.
The coefficients of pB ˝ΦqrM s are known as equivariant K-theory characteristic
numbers for M .
By defining Ψ to be the composition of B ˝ Φ with the inclusion ι : ZU :T
n
˚ Ñ
ΩU :T
n
˚ , Proposition 3.5 tells us that
(4.2)
ZU :T
n
˚
Ψ //
ϕZ

K˚pBT n`qJtK
ϕK

ZrJns
S´1Ψ // S´1K˚pBT n`qJtK
is a pullback square with all maps injective and, by using (3.4) and (4.1), we obtain
a formula
ΨrM2ms “
ÿ
pPMTn
σppq
mź
i“1
γtpVippq ´ 1q
1´ Vippq
,
where we write TpM “ V1ppq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Vmppq, for p PM
Tn .
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4.1. The Torus Manifold Case. We now restrict our attention to the case where
m “ n. Recalling Theorem 2.25 notice that we have a map
(4.3) g˜ : ZU :T
n
2n ÝÑ Kn,
where g˜rM s := gpΓM , αM q, that is the torus polynomial of the oriented torus graph
associated to the stably complex torus manifold M . This can be seen to be well-
defined by considering the commutative diagram
(4.4)
ZU :T
n
2n
g˜
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②
ϕZ
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
Kn
f
// ZrJns
where fps1^¨ ¨ ¨^snq := detrs1 ¨ ¨ ¨ snss1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn for a faithful monomial s1^¨ ¨ ¨^sn P
ΛnpJnq. It also follows that g˜ is monic as ϕZ is. We now consider the following
diagram in our bid to show that g˜ is an isomorphism:
(4.5)
ZU :T
n
2n
Ψ //
ϕZ

g˜
||①①
①①
①①
①①
K˚pBT n`qJtK
ϕK

Kn
f
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
ZrJns
S´1Ψ // S´1K˚pBT n`qJtK
Let h P Kn. Then by Theorem 2.25 there is an oriented n-torus graph pΓ, α, σq
such that h “ gpΓ, αq. We can write
h “
ÿ
pPVpΓq
αpep1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ αpe
p
nq,
where we order EpΓqp “ te
p
1, . . . , e
p
nu so that detrαpe
p
1q ¨ ¨ ¨αpe
p
nqs “ σppq. We then
have that
(4.6) fphq “
ÿ
pPVpΓq
σppq
nź
i“1
αpepi q P ZrJns
and
(4.7) pS´1Ψ ˝ fqphq “
ÿ
pPVpΓq
σppq
nź
i“1
γtpαpe
p
i q ´ 1q
1´ αpepi q
P S´1K˚pBT n`qJtK.
The following theorem tells us that any exterior polynomial fphq coming from
an oriented torus graph, as in (4.6), is in the image of ϕZ . The proof is an adaption
of [13, Theorem 1.1] from GKM-graphs to torus graphs.
Theorem 4.3. Every polynomial h P Kn satisfies
pS´1Ψ ˝ fqphq P K˚pBT n`qJtK.
Proof. Let α1, . . . , αN be elements of HompT
n, S1q such that for every e P EpΓq,
there exists a unique k P t1, . . . , Nu, such that αpeq is a multiple of αk. If
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m1α1, . . . ,msα1 are all the occurrences of multiples of α1 among all weights, let
M1 := lcm pm1, . . . ,msq. Similarly define M2, . . . ,Mn. Then
pS´1Ψ ˝ fqphq “
lśN
j“1p1´Mjαjq
,
with l P K˚pBT n`qJtK. We will show that p1 ´M1α1q divides l in K
˚pBT n`qJtK.
We divide the vertices of Γ into two.
(1) Let V1 be the subset that contains the vertices p P VpΓq for which αpe
p
i q is
not a multiple of α1, for 1 ď i ď n.
(2) Let V2 := VpΓqr V1.
The part of (4.7) that corresponds to vertices in V1 is then of the form
(4.8)
ÿ
pPV1
σppq
nź
i“1
γtpαpe
p
i q ´ 1q
1´ αpepi q
“
l1śN
j“2p1 ´Mjαjq
with l1 P K
˚pBT n`qJtK.
If p P V2, then there exists an edge e with ipeq “ p such that αpeq “ mα1, with
m P Z r t0u. Note that there is exactly one edge in EpΓqp with this property. Let
q “ tpeq. Since αpe¯q “ ˘αpeq P HompT n, S1q we have that q P V2. So the vertices
in V2 can be grouped in pairs pp “ ipeq, q “ tpeqq with αpeq a multiple of α1.
Write
EpΓqp “ te
p
1, . . . , e
p
nu and EpΓqq “ te
q
1, . . . , e
q
nu
such that e “ ep1, e¯ “ e
q
1 and αpe
q
i q ” αpe
p
i q mod αpeq, for 2 ď i ď n. We then have
that
(4.9) 1´ αpepi q ” 1´ αpe
q
i q pmod 1´ αpeqq P K
˚pBT n`q,
and
γtpαpe
q
i q ´ 1q ” γtpαpe
p
i q ´ 1q pmod 1´ αpeqq P K
˚pBT n`qJtK.
Setting
fp “
nź
i“1
γtpαpe
p
i q ´ 1q and fq “
nź
i“1
γtpαpe
q
i q ´ 1q.
we deduce that
(4.10) fq ” fp pmod 1´ αpeqq.
The part of (4.7) corresponding to p and q is
(4.11) σppq
fpśn
i“1p1´ αpe
p
i qq
` σpqq
fqśn
i“1p1´ αpe
q
i qq
.
Case 1 . Suppose σppq “ σpqq. This implies that αpeq “ ´αpe¯q P HompT n, S1q
and (4.11) can be expressed as
(4.12) σppq
fp
śn
i“2p1´ αpe
q
i qq ´ αpeqfq
śn
i“2p1´ αpe
p
i qq
p1´ αpeqq
śn
i“2p1´ αpe
p
i qqp1 ´ αpe
q
i qq
.
Then the congruences (4.9) and (4.10) imply that p1´αpeqq divides the numerator
of (4.12).
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Case 2 . Suppose σppq ‰ σpqq. This implies that αpeq “ αpe¯q P HompT n, S1q
and (4.11) can be expressed as
(4.13) σppq
fp
śn
i“2p1 ´ αpe
q
i qq ´ fq
śn
i“2p1 ´ αpe
p
i qq
p1´ αpeqq
śn
i“2p1´ αpe
p
i qqp1 ´ αpe
q
i qq
.
Then the congruences (4.9) and (4.10) imply that p1´αpeqq divides the numerator
of (4.13).
We can therefore deduce that (4.11) can be written as
lpqśN
j“2p1 ´Mjαjq
with lpq P K
˚pBT n`qJtK. Therefore,
(4.14)
ÿ
pPV2
σppq
nź
i“1
γtpαpe
p
i q ´ 1q
1´ αpepi q
“
l2śN
j“2p1 ´Mjαjq
with l2 P K
˚pBT n`qJtK. Adding (4.8) and (4.14) we obtain
pS´1Ψ ˝ fqphq “
lśN
j“1p1´Mjαjq
“
l1 ` l2śN
j“2p1 ´Mjαjq
with l1 ` l2 P K
˚pBT n`qJtK; hence p1 ´M1α1q divides l. The same argument can
be used to show that each p1 ´Mjαjq divides h. The proof now follows from the
following lemma:
Lemma 4.4 ([13, Lemma 4.2]). If P P K˚pBT n`q and β1, . . . , βn are linearly inde-
pendent weights such that p1 ´ βjq divides P for all j “ 1, . . . , n, then
p1´ β1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p1´ βnq divides P.

We can now deduce:
Corollary 4.5. The homomorphism of abelian groups
g˜ : ZU :T
n
2n ÝÑ Kn
is an isomorphism, for all n ě 0.
Proof. We know that g˜ is injective as ϕZ is, see (4.4). By Theorem 4.3
pS´1Ψ ˝ fqphq P K˚pBT n`qJtK,
for every h P Kn, and since (4.2) is a pullback square we have that h P g˜pZ
U :Tn
2n q.
Therefore, g˜ is surjective. 
Define the graded ring
(4.15) Ξ˚ :=
à
ně0
ZU :T
n
2n ,
where the multiplication is given by rM2n11 s ¨ rM
2n2
2 s “ rM
2n1
1 ˆM
2n2
2 s in a natural
way such that the T n1`n2 “ T n1 ˆ T n2-action is given by
ppt1, t2q, px1, x2qq ÞÝÑ pt1x1, t2x2q,
for xi PMi and ti P T
ni. We note that this multiplication depends on the ordering
of the cartesian product of Mn1 with T n1-action and Mn2 with T n2-action. The
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T n1`n2 -action on M2n11 ˆM
2n2
2 and M
2n2
2 ˆM
2n1
1 are not equivariantly bordant,
except when rM2n11 s “ rM
2n2
2 s, but differ up to an automorphism of T
n1`n2 . We
therefore obtain that Ξ˚ is a non-commutative graded ring with unit given by a
point.
Similarly, let
K˚ :=
à
ně0
Kn
with the obvious product structure and observe that this too is a non-commutative
graded ring with unit. Following from Corollary 4.5 we see that:
Theorem 4.6. The homomorphism of non-commutative graded rings
g˜ : Ξ˚ ÝÑ K˚
is an isomorphism.
Notice that a non-zero exterior polynomial h P Kn must have at least n ` 1
monomials since dph˚q “ 0. This immediately leads to the following result:
Corollary 4.7. As a strict lower bound, n ` 1 is the minimum number of fixed
points for a non-bounding stably complex torus manifold of dimension 2n.
Proof. A non-bounding stably complex torus manifold M2n gives a non-zero ele-
ment in ZU :T
n
2n whose image under g˜ is a non-zero exterior polynomial h P Kn.
Since the minimum number of monomials h can have is n` 1 we have that M has
at least n` 1 fixed points. 
5. Omnioriented Quasitoric Manifolds
Davis and Januszkiewicz [11] defined what are now known as quasitoric manifolds
in an attempt to find a topological analogue to toric varieties. They did not insist
these be smooth manifolds but it has been shown, see [1], that they do always admit
a smooth structure. We therefore use the following as our working definition:
Definition 5.1. A quasitoric manifold is an even-dimensional smooth closed man-
ifold M2n with a locally standard smooth T n-action such that the orbit space is a
simple polytope P .
Each quasitoric manifold determines a characteristic map λ on P , which sends
the facets Fj of P onto non-trivial elements of HompS
1, T nq, unique up to sign, such
that the n facets of P meeting at a vertex are mapped to a basis of HompS1, T nq –
Zn. We think of the pair pP, λq as the combinatorial data associated to the qua-
sitoric manifoldM . Davis and Januszkiewicz [11] showed that given a pair pP, λq of
a simple polytope P and a characteristic map λ, satisfying the above condition, we
can construct a quasitoric manifold MpP, λq with pP, λq as its combinatorial data.
We now give a brief exposition on the relationship between quasitoric manifolds
and their combinatorial data. A more in-depth discussion can be found in [4].
5.1. Quasitoric Pairs. An n-dimensional convex polytope P is the bounded inter-
section of m irredundant half-spaces in Rn. The bounding hyperplanes H1, . . . , Hm
intersect P in its facets (codimension-one faces) F1, . . . , Fm and P is called simple
if each vertex is the intersection of exactly n facets. Two polytopes are combinato-
rially equivalent if their face posets are isomorphic and we call the corresponding
equivalence classes combinatorial polytopes.
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Associated to each combinatorial simple n-polytope P , with m facets, is an pn`
mq-dimensional smooth equivariantly framed Tm-manifold ZP called the moment-
angle manifold associated to P . It can be defined as the pullback
(5.1)
ZP
iZ //

Cm
ρ

P
iP // Rmě
where iP is the canonical affine embedding which maps a point of P to its m-vector
of distances from the hyperplanes H1, . . . , Hm and
ρpz1, . . . , zmq := p|z1|
2, . . . , |zm|
2q.
The vertical maps are projections onto the Tm-orbit spaces and iZ is an equivariant
embedding. Since ZP can be expressed as the complete intersection of m ´ n real
quadratic hypersurfaces in Cm, see [4], it is smooth and equivariantly framed so we
have a Tm-equivariant isomorphism
(5.2) τpZP q ‘ νpiZq – ZP ˆ C
m.
Definition 5.2. A quasitoric pair pP,Λq consists of a combinatorial oriented simple
n-polytope P and an integral pnˆmq-matrix Λ whose columns λi satisfy
detpλi1 ¨ ¨ ¨λinq “ ˘1, whenever Fi1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fin is a vertex of P .(‹)
We define an equivalence class on quasitoric pairs whereby pP1,Λ1q is equivalent to
pP2,Λ2q if and only if P1 “ P2 and there exists an pmˆmq-permutation matrix Σ
such that Λ1 “ Λ2Σ; the matrix Σ may be thought of as allowing for a reordering
of the facets of P .
From a quasitoric pair pPn,Λq we can construct a quasitoric manifold M2n “
MpP,Λq in the following manner: consider Λ as an epimorphism Λ: Tm Ñ T n,
whose kernel we write as KpΛq, which is isomorphic to Tm´n by Condition (‹),
and acts smoothly and freely on ZP . Therefore, the orbit space
M2n “MpP,Λq := ZP {KpΛq
is a 2n-dimensional smooth manifold with a smooth action of the quotient n-torus
T n – Tm{KpΛq whose orbit space is P . Davis and Januszkiewicz [11] show that
the action is locally standard. We also have a canonical orientation of M induced
by the orientation of P .
By factoring out the decomposition (5.2) the quasitoric manifold M “MpP,Λq
also has a canonical tangentially stably complex T n-structure
τpMq ‘ R2pm´nq – ρ1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ρm,
where ρi is the complex line bundle defined by the projection
ZP ˆKpΛq Ci ÝÑM
associated to the action of KpΛq on the ith coordinate subspace.
The characteristic submanifolds Mi “ pi
´1pFiq ĂM , 1 ď i ď m, have orientable
normal bundles νi that are isomorphic to ρi|Mi and ρi is trivial over M r Mi.
Therefore, the orientations underlying the complex structures on the bundles ρi
induce orientations on the characteristic submanifolds Mi.
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Definition 5.3. An omniorientation of a quasitoric manifold M is a choice of
orientations for M and the characteristic submanifolds M1, . . . ,Mm.
Thus, from a quasitoric pair pP,Λq we can construct an omnioriented quasitoric
manifold that has a canonical tangentially stably complex T n-structure.
Now consider an omnioriented quasitoric manifold M2n. By definition there is
a smooth projection pi : M Ñ P onto a simple n-polytope P “ P pMq which is
oriented by the underlying orientation of M . The orientation of the facial subman-
ifolds Mi “ pi
´1pFiq, for the facets F1, . . . , Fm of P , have their normal bundles
oriented by the omniorientation ofM . The isotropy subcircles Ti ď T
n, 1 ď i ď m,
are oriented and therefore specify m vectors in Zn, which form the columns of an
pnˆmq-matrix ΛpMq that satisfies Condition p‹q. So the pair pP pMq,ΛpMqq is a
quasitoric pair. The omnioriented quasitoric manifold MpP pMq,ΛpMqq is equiv-
ariantly diffeomorphic toM and the quasitoric pair associated to MpP,Λq is pP,Λq
itself unless the facets have been labelled in a different order in which case we can
apply an pm ˆmq-permutation matrix Σ to Λ and recall that pP,Λq is equivalent
to pP,ΛΣq.
We therefore obtain
Corollary 5.4. There is a bijection between the set of quasitoric pairs and the set
of omnioriented quasitoric manifolds.
5.2. Ring of Quasitoric Pairs. Suppose we are given two quasitoric pairs pPn11 , λ1q
and pPn22 , λ2q, where
FpP1q “ tF1, . . . , Fm1u and FpP2q “ tF
1
1, . . . , F
1
m2
u.
We define a product
pP1, λ1q ˆ pP2, λ2q := pP1 ˆ P2, λ1 ˆ λ2q,
where the characteristic map is defined as
pλ1ˆλ2qpFiˆP2q “ pλ1pFiq, 0, . . . , 0q and pλ1ˆλ2qpP1ˆF
1
i q “ p0, . . . , 0, λ2pF
1
i qq.
Definition 5.5. We denote the free abelian group generated by all quasitoric pairs
by Q˚, where we may interpret ` as disjoint union and grade Q˚ by the dimension
of the polytope. The multiplication depends on the ordering of P1ˆP2 so Q˚ forms
a graded non-commutative ring.
We have a homomorphism of non-commutative graded rings
(5.3) M : Q˚ ÝÑ Ξ˚,
by constructing the omnioriented quasitoric manifold associated to a quasitoric pair.
This is clearly not injective as can be shown by considering any bounding pair. For
example, consider the quasitoric pair p∆1, λq, where Fp∆1q “ tD1, D2u, such that
λpD1q “ λpD2q. The sign of the two vertices of ∆
1, which are also the facets,
are then distinct and the torus polynomial of the oriented torus graph related to
p∆1, λq is zero. Therefore, Mp∆1, λq “ 0 P Ξ1.
Suppose pP, λq P Q˚. For each vertex v P P define the ordered set
(5.4) FpP qv “ tFv1 , . . . , Fvnu
to be the facets in FpP q such that v “ Fv1X¨ ¨ ¨XFvn and that the inward pointing
normals of the Fvi form a positive basis in the standard orientation of R
n. In [5,
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Remark 5.17] it is shown that
(5.5) detrλpFv1 q ¨ ¨ ¨λpFvnqs “ σpvq,
where σpvq is the sign of v as defined in Definition 1.6.
Definition 5.6. The quasitoric polynomial of the quasitoric pair pP, λq is the faith-
ful exterior polynomial
gpP, λq “
ÿ
vPP
λpFpP qvq P Λ
npJ˚n q,
where λpFpP qvq := λpFv1 q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ λpFvnq.
The torus graph pΓM , αM q of a quasitoric manifold M “ MpP, λq is given by
the 1-skeleton of P with axial function αM given by
rαM pev1q ¨ ¨ ¨αM pevnqs “ rλpFv1 q ¨ ¨ ¨λpFvn qs
˚,
using the notation of (2.6), where evi is the unique edge of P such that FviXevi “ v.
We can therefore deduce that the torus polynomial gpΓM , αM q of the oriented torus
graph coming from M “ MpP, λq is dual to the quasitoric polynomial of pP, λq,
that is
(5.6) gpΓM , αM q “ pgpP, λqq
˚.
Corollary 5.7. For every quasitoric pair pP, λq, we have
dpgpP, λqq “ 0.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 2.25 and (5.6). 
Definition 5.8. Let Kn denote the abelian group of all faithful exterior polynomials
h P ΛnpJ˚n q such that dphq “ 0.
Remark 5.9. As for (4.3), we may regard g as a homomorphism
(5.7) g : Qn ÝÑ Kn
by taking the quasitoric polynomial of a quasitoric pair.
Definition 5.10. Let pP, λq P Qk, for some 1 ď k ă n. An n-quasitoric polynomial
ιpgpP, λqq is the image of gpP, λq under a monomorphism
ι : HompS1, T kq ÝÑ HompS1, T nq.
Given two quasitoric pairs pPn1 , λ1q and pP
n2 , λ2q using the two monomorphisms
Z
n1 – HompS1, T n1q
ι1ÝÝÝÑ HompS1, T n1`n2q – Zn1`n2
Z
n2 – HompS1, T n2q
ι2ÝÝÝÑ HompS1, T n1`n2q – Zn1`n2
thought of as inclusion of the first n1 factors and last n2 factors respectively, we
obtain two pn1 ` n2q-quasitoric polynomials ι1pgpP
n1
1 , λ1qq and ι2pgpP
n2
2 , λ2qq. It
is easy to see that:
Lemma 5.11. We have a product formula:
gpPn11 ˆ P
n2
2 , λ1 ˆ λ2q “ ι1pgpP
n1
1 , λ1qqι2pgpP
n2
2 , λ2qq.
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We can now use several results to construct a commutative diagram of non-
commutative graded rings. By taking
K˚ :=
à
ně0
Kn – K˚ :=
à
ně0
Kn
we obtain isomorphic non-commutative graded rings. We obtain the following com-
mutative diagram of non-commutative graded rings
(5.8)
Q˚
M //
g

Ξ˚
g˜

K˚ oo
– // K˚
using (5.3), (4.3) and Remark 5.9. Since, by Theorem 4.6, g˜ is an isomorphism we
have that Ξ˚ – K˚ and the following commutative diagram of non-commutative
rings:
Ξ˚
–

Q˚
M
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
g
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
K˚
The study the homomorphism M is therefore equivalent to the study of g. We
know that M and g are not monomorphisms and are interested whether or not
these homomorphisms are epimorphisms and will use this section to investigate
this matter.
Given a non-zero polynomial h P ΛkpJ˚n q, for k ą 0, we write h uniquely as a
finite sum of monomials
(5.9) h “ h1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` hr.
If dphq “ 0, then it may be possible to split the monomials up so we can form two
non-zero polynomials f1 “
ř
iPA hi and f2 “
ř
iPB hi such that AYB “ t1, . . . , ru,
AXB “ H and dpf1q “ 0 “ dpf2q.
Definition 5.12. Given a non-zero polynomial h P ΛkpJ˚n q, for k ą 0, such that
dphq “ 0, then h is disconnected if we can split its monomials as h “ f1 ` f2 such
that
dpf1q “ 0 “ dpf2q,
where f1, f2 ‰ 0. If this is not possible, then h is connected.
Example 5.13. For indeterminates si P J
˚
n , we give the following examples:
(1) h “ s1 ^ s2 ` s2 ^ s3 ` s3 ^ s1 is connected.
(2) h “ s1 ´ s2 ` s3 ´ s4 is disconnected.
We will now consider the surjectivity of M for low dimensional cases.
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The 1-dimensional Case. Any connected polynomial h P K1 consists of the two
elements t, t¯ P J˚1 that form a basis of HompS
1, T nq and is of the form ˘pt ´ t¯q.
This can easily be seen to be the quasitoric polynomial of p∆1, λ`q or p∆
1, λ´q,
where
λ`pD1q “ λ´pD2q “ t and λ`pD2q “ λ´pD1q “ t¯.
Therefore every h P K1 is of the form npt´ t¯q, for some n P Z, and is the image of
n disjoint copies of p∆1, λ`q, if n is positive, or n disjoint copies of p∆
1, λ´q, if n
is negative. We therefore have:
Corollary 5.14. The homomorphism of abelian groups
M : Q1 ÝÑ Ξ1
is surjective.
In [3, §6] it was shown how to take the connected sum of two simple n-polytopes
P and Q at distinguished vertices, v and w respectively, to obtain another simple
n-polytope P#v,wQ. Informally, we “cut off” v from P and w from Q and then,
after a projective transformation, “glue” the rest of P to the rest of Q along the
two new simplex facets to obtain P#v,wQ. If we have two quasitoric pairs pP, λq
and pQ, ηq, with vertices v P P and w P Q such that
λpFpP qvq ` ηpFpQqwq “ 0,
which implies that σpvq ‰ σpwq, then we can then form the quasitoric pair
pP#v,wQ, λ#ηq.
This has the property that
(5.10) MpP#v,wQ, λ#ηq “MpP, λq `MpQ, ηq,
in Ξn, which is an equation of bordism classes. In this section we will exhibit this
operation.
Definition 5.15. The vertex figure of an n-polytope P at a vertex v is the pn´ 1q-
polytope
P {v := P XHv,
where Hv is a hyperplane that isolates the single vertex v P P and no other.
As shown in [28, Proposition 2.4] the combinatorial type of P {v is independent
of the choice of Hv.
Proposition 5.16 ([28, Proposition 2.16]). A polytope P is a simple polytope if
and only if P {v is a simplex, for all vertices v P P .
For a polytope P we will write mpP q to be the number of facets of P , and vpP q
to be the number of vertices of P . We assume the dimensions of our polytopes to
be ě 2 for now, and we will discuss the 1-dimensional case afterwards. We embed
the standard pn´1q-simplex ∆n´1 in the subspace tx P Rn | x1 “ 0u and construct
the polyhedral template Γn by taking the cartesian product with the first coordinate
axis. So Γn is the intersection of n half spaces in Rn and we denote its facets by
Gi which have the form RˆDi, for 1 ď i ď n, where
Fp∆n´1q “ tD1, . . . , Dnu.
Both Γn and Gi are divided into positive and negative halves determined by the
sign of the coordinate x1.
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Suppose we have simple polytopes Pn and Qn with distinguished vertices v P P
and w P Q. We write
v “ E1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X En and w “ F1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fn,
and
Cv “ FpP qr tE1, . . . , Enu and Cw “ FpQqr tF1, . . . , Fnu.
We now suppose that P is embedded in Rn such that v is at p1, 0, . . . , 0q and that
its vertex figure is mapped to ∆n´1 “ Γn X tx1 “ 0u. Therefore, the hyperplanes
defining the facets in Cv lie in the negative half of R
n, that is the set tx | x1 ď 0u.
We now apply the projective transformation
pi1pxq “
x
1´ x1
to P . This sends v to `8 and the hyperplane defining Ei to the hyperplane defining
Gi (without loss of generality), for 1 ď i ď n. We similarly embed Q such that w
is at p´1, 0, . . . , 0q and the hyperplanes defining Cw lie in the positive half of R
n.
We then apply the projective transformation
pi2pxq “
x
1` x1
to Q, which sends w to ´8 and the hyperplane defining Fi to the hyperplane
defining Gi, for 1 ď i ď n.
Definition 5.17. The connected sum P#v,wQ of P at v and Q at w is the simple
polytope determined by all the hyperplanes that define Cv, Cw and Gi, for 1 ď i ď n.
This is only defined up to combinatorial equivalence and obviously depends on
the vertices that we choose and possibly the orderings for Ei and Fi.
We now identify the facets pi1pEiq with pi2pFiq and call it Gi, for 1 ď i ď n. We
can write
FpP#v,wQq “ Cv Y tGi | 1 ď i ď nu Y Cw.
We also have
(5.11) mpP#v,wQq “ mpP q `mpQq ´ n and vpP#v,wQq “ vpP q ` vpQq ´ 2,
as n facets of P are identified with n facets of Q and we lose the two vertices v and
w.
Example 5.18. The connected sum ∆n#v,wQ
n, where the symmetry of the n-
simplex ∆n ensures that the result is independent of the choice of v, is equivalent
to adding an extra hyperplane Hw into the defining set for Q that isolates the
vertex w but no other vertex. This can be seen by observing that the projective
transformation pi1 sends ∆
n to Γn, truncated in its negative half by a single hyper-
plane. So we may think of the connected sum at a vertex of a simple polytope Q
with a simplex as “chopping off a vertex” of Q.
Suppose we have two quasitoric pairs pP, λq and pQ, ηq with distinguished vertices
v P P and w P Q such that
(5.12) λpFpP qvq ` ηpFpQqwq “ 0.
This implies that, as unordered sets,
(5.13) tλpE1q, . . . , λpEnqu “ tηpF1q, . . . , ηpFnqu,
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where v “ E1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X En and w “ F1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fn, and that
(5.14) σpvq ‰ σpwq.
Once we have embedded P in Rn as described above, that is, mapping v to
p1, 0, . . . , 0q and its vertex figure P {v to ∆n´1 “ Γn X tx1 “ 0u, then we can
induce a labelling on the facets of ∆n´1 by labelling Di P Fp∆
n´1q with λpEiq,
for 1 ď i ď n. We now embed Q in Rn mapping w to p´1, 0, . . . , 0q and Q{w to
∆n´1 “ Γn X tx1 “ 0u. By (5.12), we may choose a permutation of the facets Fi
such that the induced labelling on ∆n´1 by Q{w agrees with the labelling induced
by P {v; that is
λpEiq “ ηpFiq, for 1 ď i ď n.
This can be seen geometrically as the vertex w, with the labelling on the facets
F1, . . . , Fn given by η, is locally the reflection in tx1 “ 0u of the vertex v, with the
labelling on the facets E1, . . . , En given by the λ. It can easily be seen that this
would not be possible if (5.13) held but (5.14) did not as we would not have this
local reflection.
We can now form the connected sum of quasitoric pairs
pP, λq#v,wpQ, ηq := pP#v,wQ, λ#ηq
where the characteristic function λ#η is defined as
λ#ηpF q “
$’&’%
λpF q, for F P Cv;
λpF q “ ηpF q, for F “ Gi, 1 ď i ď n;
ηpF q, for F P Cw.
Lemma 5.19. We have the following formula for the quasitoric polynomial of a
connected sum of quasitoric pairs:
gpP#v,wQ, λ#ηq “ gpP, λq ` gpQ, ηq P Λ
npJ˚n q.
Proof. Using (5.12) we have
gpP#v,wQ, λ#ηq “ pgpP, λq ´ λpFpP qvqq ` pgpQ, ηq ´ ηpFpQqwqq
“ gpP, λq ` gpQ, ηq.

We can now prove the following formula which tells us, like in non-equivariant
bordism, that taking connected sums is equivalent to disjoint unions.
Corollary 5.20. The following holds:
MpP#v,wQ, λ#ηq “MpP, λq `MpQ, ηq
in Ξn.
Proof. This follows directly from (5.6), (5.8) and Lemma 5.19. 
Remark 5.21 (1-Dimensional Case). A combinatorial simple 1-dimensional poly-
tope is equivalent to ∆1. This is a special case as now the vertices are also the facets.
We can still form the connected sum of polytopes to obtain ∆1#v,w∆
1 “ ∆1, where
Fp∆1#v,w∆
1q “ Cv Y Cw.
If we have two quasitoric pairs p∆1, λq and p∆1, ηq such that
λpFp∆1qvq ` ηpFp∆
1qwq “ 0,
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for vertices v, w, then we can form the connected sum of quasitoric pairs as above
and we obtain
p∆1, λq#v,wp∆
1, ηq “ p∆1, λ#v,wηq,
where the characteristic function is now given by
λ#ηpF q “
#
λpF q, for F P Cv;
ηpF q, for F P Cw.
The formula of Corollary 5.20 obviously still holds in this case.
We now prove a proposition which, for n ě 2, allows us to take two quasitoric
pairs pPn1 , λ1q and pP
n
2 , λ2q and form a quasitoric pair pP, λq such that
gpP, λq “ gpPn1 , λ1q ` gpP
n
2 , λ2q.
Proposition 5.22. Suppose h1 and h2 are the quasitoric polynomials of quasitoric
pairs pPn1 , λ1q and pP
n
2 , λ2q respectively, for n ą 1. Then h1 ` h2 is the quasitoric
polynomial of a quasitoric pair.
Proof. If there are vertices v1 P P1 and v2 P P2 such that
λ1pFpP1qv1q “ s1 ^ s2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ sn and λ2pFpP2qv2q “ ´s1 ^ s2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ sn
which implies
(5.15) λ1pFpP1qv1q ` λ2pFpP2qv2q “ 0,
then we can form the connected sum of pP1, λ1q and pP2, λ2q at v1 and v2 to obtain
the quasitoric pair pP1#v1,v2P2, λq, where
gpP1#v1,v2P2, λq “ gpP1, λ1q ` gpP2, λ2q.
Therefore, h1 ` h2 is the quasitoric polynomial of pP1#v1,v2P2, λq.
Now suppose there are no such vertices satisfying (5.15). If h1 contains a mono-
mial s1 ^ s2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ sn but h2 contains a monomial ´ rs1 ^ s2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ sn, then there
must be vertices v1 P P1 and v2 P P2 such that
λ1pFpP1qv1q “ s1 ^ s2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ sn and λ2pFpP2qv2q “ ´ rs1 ^ s2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ sn.
Consider the quasitoric pair pQ, ηq, where Q “ ∆1 ˆ∆n´1 Ă R1 ˆ Rn´1 with the
characteristic function
ηpF q “
$’’’&’’’%
rs1, F “ t0u ˆ∆n´1;
s1, F “ t1u ˆ∆
n´1;
si`1, F “ ∆
1 ˆDi, for 1 ď i ă n;
s, F “ ∆1 ˆDn,
where Fp∆n´1q “ tD1, . . . , Dnu and s :“ s2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sn P Z
n, which represents
an element of J˚n . Then define the quasitoric pair pQ, rηq where the characteristic
function is given by
rηpF q “
$’’’&’’’%
s1, F “ t0u ˆ∆
n´1;rs1, F “ t1u ˆ∆n´1;
si`1, F “ ∆
1 ˆDi, for 1 ď i ă n;
s, F “ ∆1 ˆDn.
Notice that
(5.16) gpQ, ηq ` gpQ, rηq “ 0
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as the pairs pQ, ηq and pQ, rηq have the same base polytope and the same indeter-
minates labelling its facets but with opposite orientations. So we can form the
connected sum
(5.17) pW,βq := pQ, ηq#q,q˜pQ, rηq
at vertices q and q˜ such that
ηpFpQqqq ` rηpFpQqq˜q “ 0.
We assume that the monomials ηpFpQqqq and rηpFpQqq˜q are made up of the inde-
terminates s1, s3, . . . , sn, s.
It is easy to see that we have vertices u1, u2 PW such that
λ1pFpP1qv1q ` βpFpW qu1 q “ 0 “ λ2pFpP2qv2q ` βpFpW qu2 q.
So we can form the connected sum
pP1, λ1q#v1,u1pW,βq#u2,v2pP2, λ2q.
This has quasitoric polynomial equal to
gpP1, λ1q ` gpW,βq ` gpP2, λ2q “ h1 ` gpW,βq ` h2
by Lemma 5.19. By (5.16) and (5.17), the quasitoric polynomial gpW,βq “ 0 so we
have that h1 ` h2 is the quasitoric polynomial of a quasitoric pair.
We have therefore shown that if we have a monomial of h1 and a monomial
of h2, that differ by a single indeterminate, we can find a quasitoric pair whose
quasitoric polynomial is h1`h2. We now consider the situation where there are no
monomials of h1 that have any indeterminates in common with any monomial of h2.
Our course of action will be to take a monomial of h1 and perform the connected
sum operation of pP1, λ1q with n bounding pairs such that, after each connected
sum, there will be a monomial of the resulting quasitoric polynomial that has one
more indeterminate in common with a monomial of h2.
Suppose h1 contains a monomial s1 ^ s2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ sn and h2 contains a monomial
´ rs1 ^ rs2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^Ăsn, where si ‰ rsj for any 1 ď i, j ď n. From what we have shown
above we can obtain a quasitoric pair pP1, λ1q#v1,u1pW,β1q such that there is a
vertex p1 with associated monomial rs1 ^ s2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ sn. In the same way as above
we construct quasitoric pairs pQ, η2q and pQ, rη2q such that
η2pF q “
$’’’’’&’’’’’’%
rs2, F “ t0u ˆ∆n´1;
s2, F “ t1u ˆ∆
n´1;rs1, F “ ∆1 ˆD1;
si`1, F “ ∆
1 ˆDi, for 2 ď i ă n;
s2, F “ ∆
1 ˆDn,
where s2 := rs1 ` s3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sn P Zn. Similarly we define
rη2pF q “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
s2, F “ t0u ˆ∆
n´1;rs2, F “ t1u ˆ∆n´1;rs1, F “ ∆1 ˆD1;
si`1, F “ ∆
1 ˆDi, for 2 ď i ă n;
s2, F “ ∆
1 ˆDn.
Obviously,
gpQ, η2q ` gpQ, rη2q “ 0
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and we define
pW,β2q := pQ, η2q#q2,Ăq2pQ, rη2q
taking the connect sum at vertices that have associated monomials containing the
indeterminates s2, s3, . . . , sn, s2.
The pair pW,β2q has a vertex p
1
1 with associated monomial ´ rs1 ^ s2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ sn.
We can therefore take the connect sum
pP1, λ1q#v1,u1pW,β1q#p1,p11pW,β2q,
which has a vertex p2 with associated monomial rs1 ^ rs2 ^ s3 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ sn.
Continuing this procedure, we can further construct a series of quasitoric pairs
pW,β3q, . . . , pW,βnq, all with zero quasitoric polynomial, so that we can finally
obtain a quasitoric pair
pP1, λ1q#v1,u1pW,β1q#p1,p11pW,β2q#p2,p12 ¨ ¨ ¨#pn´1,p1n´1pW,βnq,
such that there is a vertex pn with associated monomial rs1^ rs2^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^Ăsn. We can
therefore perform the connected sum operation of this quasitoric pair with pP2, λ2q
to obtain a quasitoric pair pP, λq such that
gpP, λq “ gpP1, λ1q ` gpP2, λ2q “ h1 ` h2.

The 2-dimensional Case. A connected polynomial h P K2 is of the form
h “ s1 ^ s2 ` s2 ^ s3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sn´1 ^ sn ` sn ^ s1,
where si P J
˚
n , for 1 ď i ď n, and si ‰ sj , for i ‰ j. Note that for h to be non-zero,
n must be greater than 2. If we take an n-sided polygon P Ă R2 and label its
facets, in a clockwise direction, by s1, . . . , sn, then we have a quasitoric pair whose
quasitoric polynomial is h.
Therefore, if we take any non-zero polynomial h P K and decompose it into
connected parts h “ h1`¨ ¨ ¨`hs, for each hi we have a quasitoric pair pPi, λiq and
gppP1, λ1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pPs, λsqq “ h.
By Proposition 5.22, we know that there is a quasitoric pair pP, λq such that
gpP, λq “ h. We therefore have
Corollary 5.23. The homomorphism of abelian groups
M : Q2 ÝÑ Ξ2
is surjective and, in particular, for each x P Ξ2, there exists a quasitoric pair pP, λq
such that MpP, λq “ x.
The 3-dimensional Case. The boundary of a simple n-polytope is homeomorphic
to an pn´ 1q-sphere. Since connected closed 1-dimensional manifolds are 1-spheres
we have no problem in the lower dimensional cases.
Take a simplicial triangulation K of a closed surface that is not a sphere, a
torus say, and choose a vector in Z3 for each vertex in such a way that the three
vectors associated to the vertices of any 2-simplex form a basis. We can then define
an exterior polynomial h by consistently orienting the simplicies and taking the
exterior product of the vectors that form a basis of a 2-simplex and summing over
all the 2-simplicies. Then h will be faithful and will satisfy dphq “ 0, so h will be
an element of K3. For M : Q3 Ñ Ξ3 to be surjective we will need that h is the
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quasitoric polynomial of a quasitoric pair pP, λq; but the geometric realisation of
K is not a sphere. This can be resolved in certain cases as shown in the following
example.
Example 5.24. Consider the following triangulation of the torus where the outer
edges are identified in the normal fashion:
0
1
0
2
3
2
0
1
0
We associate to each vertex an element si P J
˚
3 , for 0 ď i ď 3, with si ‰ sj for i ‰ j,
such that three vertices corresponding to a 2-simplex form a basis of Z3. Orienting
all the 2-simplicies clockwise gives us the following polynomial associated to this
simplicial triangulation
h “ 2ps0 ^ s1 ^ s2 ` s1 ^ s3 ^ s2 ` s0 ^ s3 ^ s1 ` s0 ^ s2 ^ s3q P K3.
This can be seen to be the quasitoric polynomial of two disjoint copies of p∆3, δq,
where δpDiq “ si, for 0 ď i ď 3. By Proposition 5.22 we then know that there is a
quasitoric pair pP, λq such that gpP, λq “ h.
We now present the following similar example for which we do not have a solution
in general as of yet.
Example 5.25. Consider the following triangulation of the torus:
0
1 2
4
7 8
3
5 6
0
4
3
0
21
0
The associated polynomial can be written as
h “s0 ^ ps1 ^ s3 ` s3 ^ s6 ` s6 ^ s2 ` s2 ^ s4 ` s4 ^ s7 ` s7 ^ s1q
`s5 ^ ps1 ^ s2 ` s2 ^ s6 ` s6 ^ s7 ` s7 ^ s4 ` s4 ^ s3 ` s3 ^ s1q
`s8 ^ ps1 ^ s7 ` s7 ^ s6 ` s6 ^ s3 ` s3 ^ s4 ` s4 ^ s2 ` s2 ^ s1q P K3.
The polynomials inside the brackets can be seen to be associated to hexagons P6
as in the 2-dimensional case. We take three pairs pP6 ˆ I, λiq, for i “ 1, 2, 3, where
the labelling on the facets of the hexagonal prisms of the form F ˆ I is induced by
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the labelling on the hexagons and the labelling on the end facets is given by
λipP6 ˆ t0uq “
$’&’%
s0, i “ 1;
s5, i “ 2;
s8, i “ 3,
and
λipP6 ˆ t1uq “ t, for i=1,2,3,
for some t P J˚3 . The sum of the polynomials associated to these three pairs is then
equal to h. The problem is that these three pairs are not necessarily quasitoric
pairs as they do not necessarily satisfy Condition (‹). We need to find a t such
that at each of the three ends P6 ˆ t1u we have a basis associated to each vertex.
We do not have a proof yet that a t exists in general but all attempts at finding an
example where a t does not exist have failed.
We end with the following conjecture:
Conjecture 5.26. The homomorphism
M : Q˚ ÝÑ Ξ˚
is surjective.
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